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In this article, I will describe how a Flight Management System (FMS) can compute
and display the flight path that will result from a series of waypoints. A waypoint
may be either a flyby waypoint, meaning that the aircraft may “cut the corner” at the
waypoint, or a flyover waypoint, which must be overflown before the turn is initiated.
Figure 1 shows an example of the complex flight path that can result from a sequence
of waypoints.

I will assume that entire flight path consists of a series of straight line segments and
circular arcs with constant radius. This ignores the fact that the radius changes when
the aircraft is rolling into or out of a turn, but it is certainly accurate enough for display
purposes and probably even for guidance purposes.

I also assume that all manoeuvring occurs parallel to the Earth’s surface, i.e. I com-
pute a two-dimensional, not a three-dimensional flight path. Furthermore, in all of the
geometrical derivations that follow, I assume that the surface of the Earth is planar.
This is a legitimate simplification for all computations carried out within a few miles of
a waypoint; to perform the computations, use a local coordinate system that is tangent
to the WGS-84 ellipsoid at the waypoint.

1 Turn radius

The radius of a turn at a true airspeed v and angle of bank θ is

r =
v2

g tan θ
,

where g is the Earth’s gravity, g = 9.81 m s−2. This assumes that v is specified in
metres per second, and will give a radius in metres; if you are using knots for v, use
g = 68648 nm h−2, which will then give a radius in nautical miles.

Alternatively, for a standard rate turn, the radius is

r =
60 v

πt
,
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Figure 1: Sample flight path calculated by the algorithm. Flyover waypoints are marked
as “(o)”.

where t is the turn rate (t = 1 for a standard rate turn), v is in metres per second, and r
is in metres. When using aviation units (v in knots and r in nautical miles), the formula
is

r =
v

60πt
.

These formulas can now be used by the FMS to compute the turn radius for different
phases of flight, based on the airspeeds predicted by the vertical navigation (VNAV)
module of the FMS and taking into account any limitations on the angle of bank (e.g.
15 degrees in the initial climb and 25 degrees thereafter).

In the following, I will assume that an appropriate turn radius r has been computed.

2 Leg Intercepts

I will now define the leg intercept, an atomic building block that I will use to build the
complete flight path.

A leg intercept starts with a current aircraft position and track direction. Furthermore,
we have two waypoints, designated by X1 and X2. The purpose of the leg intercept
operation is to intercept the leg defined by these two waypoints, and to do this reasonably
close to where the current track intersects the leg. This point of intersection will usually
lie between X1 and X2 (in fact, it will often be identical to X1 since the aircraft will
usually be tracking directly to the waypoint); but the point of intersection may also, in
more unusual circumstances, lie on the extension of the leg before X1 or after X2.

For an illustration, see Figure 2. This is the simplest and most common type of
intercept, and I will call it the direct intercept.
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Figure 2: Direct intercept. P: aircraft position; X1, X2: waypoints of leg to intercept; I:
intersection between current aircraft track and leg; C: centre of turn arc; RI:
rollin point; RO: rollout point; r: turn radius; d: distance by which to antici-
pate turn; α: heading difference between current track and leg to intercept.

2.1 Direct Intercept

A direct intercept can be carried out when the aircraft is flying towards the leg and is
still a certain distance away from it so that it can turn onto the leg without overshooting.
This type of intercept will later be used at flyby waypoints. For an example of a direct
intercept, see Figure 2.

The decisive parameter that must be computed for a direct intercept is the distance d
by which we have to anticipate the turn. We also want to compute the centre C of the
aircraft’s turn circle.

To compute d, note that the points RI, I, and C form a right triangle. If α is the
difference in heading between the original track of the aircraft and the leg from X1 to
X2, we see that the angle RI C I is α/2, so we have

d = r tanh(α/2).

C is easily obtained: It is at a distance r from RI and lies on a perpendicular to the
original track that passes through RI.
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Figure 3: Type 1 indirect intercept. P: aircraft position; X1, X2: waypoints of leg to
intercept; C1, C2: centres of turn arcs; RI1, RI2: rollin points; RO1, RO2:
rollout points; r: turn radius.

There are two special cases that can prevent us from computing an intercept point I.
These are (i) when the leg X1 X2 already lies on the current track and (ii) when the leg
is parallel to the current track.

In the first case, when the leg X1 X2 lies on (i.e. is collinear to) the current track,
there is nothing to do: We can continue directly to X1. If the leg is collinear to the track
but lies behind us, we perform an indirect intercept of the leg (see next section).

The second case, where the leg is parallel to the current track, cannot strictly occur
in great circle navigation, because great circles that are not identical always intersect in
two points. However, if the great circles are “almost parallel”, the intersection points
can be very far away, and it therefore makes sense for practical purposes to detect this
condition and deal with it in a different manner. Again, I suggest performing an indirect
intercept of the leg.

2.2 Type 1 Indirect Intercept

I now turn to indirect intercepts, which are used when the aircraft is too close to the
line connecting X1 and X2 to make a direct intercept, or when it has already crossed
that line.

I will define two types of indirect intercept, which I will simply call “Type 1” and
“Type 2”. A Type 1 indirect intercept works by making a turn towards the leg onto a
30 degree intercept heading, then flying towards the leg to intercept it (see Figure 3).

The Type 2 indirect intercept (see Figure 5) is used when the aircraft is too close to
the line connecting X1 and X2 to make a Type 1 intercept (I will formalize exactly what
“too close” means in a moment).

Staying with the Type 1 intercept for the moment, we see that the centre of the first
turn arc C1 lies at a distance r from RI1 on a perpendicular to the original track at
RI1. The first rollout point RO1 is determined by the angle spanned by the arc, which
in turn is given by the difference in heading between the initial track and the leg X1 X2,
plus 30 degrees (or whichever intercept “cut” is desired).
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Figure 4: Detail of second turn in type 1 indirect intercept. C2: centre of turn arc; RI2:
rollin point; RO2: rollout point; r: turn radius.

The second part of the manoeuvre, from RO1 via RI2 to RO2, is then simply a direct
intercept that starts at RO1 on the 30-degree intercept track.

It is obvious that this type of intercept will only work if the aircraft does not start
out too close to the leg we want to intercept. The edge case is where RO1 and RI2 are
the same point, i.e. there is no straight segment between the two. If RO1 is any closer
to the leg, the aircraft will overshoot the leg.

So RO1 must be a certain minimum distance away from the leg. What is this distance?
Figure 4 shows a detail of the turn from RI2 onto the leg. The perpendicular distance
from RI2 to the leg is b, so this is the minimum distance we are looking for. Using
trigonometry, we see that a = r cos(30 ◦), and since a+b = r, we have b = r (1−cos(30 ◦)).
If the perpendicular distance of RO1 to the leg is less than b, we have to perform a Type
2 indirect intercept.

2.3 Type 2 Indirect Intercept

In a Type 2 indirect intercept, the aircraft again begins turning right away, with the
centre of the turn arc C1 at a distance r from RI on a perpendicular to the original track
at RI. At some point, the aircraft then reverses its direction of turn to intercept the leg
smoothly (see Figure 5). I will designate this point as RR, for “roll reversal”.

To see how the centre C2 of the turn arc for the second half of the manoeuvre is
computed, note that the distance between C1 and C2 is defined by the radii of the two
turn arcs; this means that the distance between C1 and C2 is 2r. Furthermore, note
that the perpendicular distance from C2 to the leg X1 X2 is r; in other words, C2 lies on
a parallel to the leg at a distance r. This means that we can obtain C2 by intersecting
this parallel with a circle of radius 2r around C1. We obtain two intersection points,
but it is easy to choose the correct one according to the desired turn direction.

Once C1 and C2 have been computed, RR is simply the midpoint between C1 and
C2, and RO is obtained by taking the perpendicular from C2 onto the leg X1 X2.
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Figure 5: Type 2 indirect intercept. P: aircraft position; X1, X2: waypoints of leg to
intercept; C1, C2: centres of turn arcs; RI: rollin point; RR: roll reversal point;
RO: rollout point; r: turn radius.

3 Putting It All Together

We are now ready to use the “leg intercept” operation to compute the complete flight
path resulting from a sequence of flyby and flyover waypoints.

We will maintain a current aircraft position P and a current track T ; these are initial-
ized to the first waypoint and the track to the second waypoint, respectively. Then, for
every waypoint, we perform a leg intercept to the leg following that waypoint, and we
update P and T to the position and track corresponding to the rollout point generated
by the leg intercept.

We ensure that flyby and flyover waypoints are handled correctly as follows: For flyby
waypoints, we simply call the leg intercept routine, and this will usually result in a direct
intercept if the next waypoint is far enough away. For flyover waypoints, we first generate
a straight flight path segment from the current point to the waypoint and update the
current position P accordingly. We then call the leg intercept routine, and this will
result in an indirect intercept being generated to the next leg.

The algorithm can be summarized as follows. We have a sequence of waypoints
X1, . . . ,Xn, together with a sequence of boolean variables o1, . . . , on, where oi is true if
Xi is a flyover waypoint and false if it is a flyby waypoint. The algorithm proceeds as
follows:
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P = X1

T = track from X1 to X2

for i = 2, . . . , n
if oi

Generate a flight path segment from P to Xi

P = Xi

end if

Leg intercept from point P on track T to leg from Xi to Xi + 1
Update P and T to rollout point and track

end for

A flyby waypoint usually generates a direct intercept and a flyover waypoint generates
an indirect intercept, but calling the general leg intercept routine each time takes care
of very short legs, where the rollout point is so close to the next waypoint that a direct
intercept cannot be carried out, even if the waypoint is a flyby waypoint.

Figure 1 shows an example of a flight path generated using this algorithm.

4 Sample Code

You can find Matlab code that implements the flight path computation algorithms under

http://www.martinboehme.de/fs/fms_flight_path.m

If you haven’t got Matlab, you may be able to run the code under GNU Octave
(www.octave.org), a mostly compatible alternative, though I haven’t checked whether
this actually works.

You may find it helpful to refer to the code for a few implementation details that
aren’t covered in this article.

Legal and Disclaimer

Copyright 2007 Martin Böhme. This article may be distributed freely provided that
no fee is charged, that the article is not altered in any way, and that this copyright
notice is not removed. The material contained in this article, including the text and
the illustrations, may not be included, in whole or in part, in any printed or electronic
publication without my prior permission.

Free use may be made of the information contained in this article for creating addons
(freeware or commercial) for PC flight simulators. However, I accept no liability arising
from inaccuracies or omissions in this article or any other liability with respect to the
information contained herein.
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